NMB-04: Percentage of adult and pediatric (>3yrs) cases with sugammadex administration where cumulative sugammadex dose ≤ 200 mg or ≤ 3 mg/kg.

Measure Time Period: Anesthesia Start to Earliest Extubation

Anesthesia Start as determined by the Anesthesia Start phenotype.

*Earliest Extubation as determined by the earliest value reached before Anesthesia End from the Extubation Times and LMA Removal Times phenotypes.

START: All patients

- Age ≤ 2yrs
  - Exclude
- ASA 5 & 6 including Organ Procurement
  - Exclude
- Weight documented for this patient
  - Exclude
- Patient extubated during measure time period
  - Exclude
- Neostigmine administered without sugammadex?
  - Exclude
- Patient received sugammadex before earliest extubation?
  - Exclude
- Cumulative sugammadex dose ≤ 200 mg or ≤ 3 mg/kg?
  - Pass

Flag